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Connection to Characteristics of Complex Systems Project 
Lesson Title:  The Systems Thinking Playbook, Exercise 26: Harvest 

Overview: 
Fishing companies choose how much to fish, knowing the rules for regeneration of the 
population.  The rules and goals embedded within the system create the typical trend of a 
declining fish population. In addition, individual teams do not generally see themselves as 
causing the problem.  Rather, they often blame others for the loss of fish. 

Related Characteristic(s) of Complex Systems: 
 The cause of the problem is within the system. 

Ideas and Examples for Connecting to the Characteristic: 
Use a visual tool, such as the iceberg to help students see beyond the events to the system 
structure and resulting trends.  In this case, a tragedy of the commons typically results in the 
decline and eventual loss of fish as a 
resource.  Students can use the tragedy of the 
commons archetype to discuss how the 
underlying structure leads to “tragedy” over 
time. 

The simulation link below allows students to 
be part of a multi-user simulation in which 
each team represents a fishing company.  
With a goal to make money for the company, 
each team makes decisions in order to 
maximize profits. 

As part of a debrief conversation, examine 
how the structure of the “harvest” system 
generates specific behaviors over time, while 
connecting to other systems studied. 

• Why do the fish decline and
eventually vanish?

• What are the underlying beliefs that are driving the system?
• What other systems experience similar “tragedies?”
• How could individuals (or companies) have an impact on the system structure in ways

that help sustain the fish or lead to their demise?

Resources: 
The Systems Thinking Playbook by Linda Booth Sweeney. 

Fishbanks Simulation Description: http://forio.com/simulate/mit/fishbanks/overview/ 
Online Simulator:  http://forio.com/simulate/mit/fishbanks/simulation/login.html   


